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SECTION 1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE OPERATOR'S GUIDE AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
This guide has been written to fulfill the following objectives:
a. To provide computer operation personnel with a description of the
software and of the operational environment so that the software can
be run.
b. To provide the maintenance programmer with the information
necessary to understand the programs, their operating environment, and
their maintenance procedures.
1.2 Method of Calibration Adjustment
Calibration adjustment of the ERB WFOV total channel (channel 12), filtered
channel shortwave (channel 13), and near-infrared (channel 14) radiometers is
accomplished through the application of several offset terms and a sensitivity
change. The DELMAT tape contains offsets describing the sensors' responses to
internal thermal gradients (termed the "midnight offset" because of the zero bias
at night) and to infrared absorption and warming and subsequent re-radiation by the
multiple filter domes (termed longwave heating). Also included are offsets
removing the sensor's responses to stray and in-field solar insolation. The
Calibration Adjustment Table, or CAT, contains global calibration adjustment
slopes which vary by half-month. Additional empirically determined offsets are
also provided.
1.2.1 DELMAT
The DELMAT tape contains one data month's worth of calibration
adjustments for the correction of the total and filtered channel irradiances. The
data month begins on the first data day of the calendar month and extends beyond
the end of the calendar month to the last data day of the last ERB 6-day cycle
begun in that month. Thus, up to 5 days of the next calendar month may be
included. The Tape Specifications Document (Reference 1.2.21) describes the tape
in detail. It is sufficient to say here that there is one physical file per data day.
Each data day is as defined on the respective MAT: Data begins with the first
orbit (started at the descending node) of the day (started at 00:00:00 GMT) and
ends with the completion of the last orbit (ended at the descending node) of the day
(ended at 23:59:59). Neglecting data gaps, more or less than 24 hours of data will
exist in the day due to the 104 minute orbital period of the Nimbus-7 spacecraft.
The DELMAT is designed to complement, rather than replace, the MAT.
Therefore, an extensive amount of data, not pertinent to the calibration
adjustment problem, does not exist on the DELMAT, though it is available on the
MAT. What is retained, however, is a set of record identifiers and time tags,
enabling the matching of a DELMAT record to the corresponding MAT record.
Once a match has been made, instrument status words are checked, as well as the
data quality loss interval flags and general data quality (the DELMAT contains a
summary status word) and the appropriate parameters extracted from each tape.
The DELMAT calibration adjustments are additive. Where questionable data is
encountered, the DELMAT software employs interpolation algorithms (spline fit for
small gaps, trend-matched zonal averages for large gaps) to replace the data.
Although Channel 12 is normally used as the operational total channel,
provision exists in the software to use channel 11 (see section 3.1e). A low-pass, 3-
point (0.25, 0.50, 0.25) filter is also employed to identically remove an inherent
every-other-observation oscillation in the data. To the user of the irradiances
there exist three options within the DELMAT record; the use of the uncorrected
irradiances, the use of the uncorrected irradiances with the calibration adjustments
added, or the use of the corrected irradiances.
Three versions of DELMAT tapes produced by three corresponding
versions of DELMAT software currently exist. Version 1.0 produced by the
corresponding version of DELMAT software was used to process data from May,
1980 through October, 1981. Version 2.0 software was used to process data from
November, 1981 through October, 1983. Version 3.0 software, used to process data
after October, 1983, is being used to reproduce DELMAT's for the prior time
period. This manual reflects the most recent changes to the version 3.0 software.
1.2.2 CAT
The Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT), contains empirically
determined slopes and offsets to be applied to each WFOV channel. For channel 12
this involves an offset (required by revised estimates of the configuration factor of
the channel) of 12.6 W/m~2, a baffle enhancement factor of 0.963, and a time-
dependent slope (determined by solar pitch-maneuver calibrations). For channel 14
this also involves a time-dependent slope (determined by solar pitch-maneuver
calibrations). For channel 13 this involves a slope which varies with modified
solar zenith angle *(to account for inhomogeneities in degradation) and day (to
account for time-dependence). Bi-linear interpolation to the observation can be
employed. An offset is also provided which varies as a function of time only.
Comparisons against the total channel 12 over the entire globe were used for the
determination of these calibration adjustments.
1.3 Summary of DELMAT Corrections
1.3.1 Midnight Offset
1.3.1.1 Description
The midnight offset correction is provided to remove the zero
bias evident at night from each of the two filtered channels. A midnight point is
defined for each orbit as that point in the orbit furthest from the sun (maximum
solar zenith angle). At this point the calibrated signal is extracted from the
shortwave and near-infrared radiometers. The former is corrected for longwave
heating, and both for shortwave heating. In general, from 13 to 14 data points,
(one per orbit), are obtained for each day. A cubic spline is fitted to these points
and evaluated at every observation.
1.3.1.2 Assumptions
It is not assumed that the spacing of three shortwave-heating
time constants between the sunblips and the midnight points renders the shortwave
heating contamination of the midnight offsets neglible. A small constant bias
correction is thus applied for the purpose of removing this weak contamination
(0.9 W/m2 for Channel 13, 1.5 W/m2 for Channel 14). Information from adjoining
days is not included in the spline fit for the day under consideration. A constant
value of the midnight offset is applied prior to the first midnight point and after
the last midnight point to avoid extrapolation. Estimates of longwave heating are
removed from the channel 13 midnight values to yield an independent correction
for zero bias. Because of the one-data-point per orbit curve fit, the smallest
oscillation that can be represented has a period of two orbits; the primary
correction is the removal of the ERB duty cycle.
To make the solar zenith angle a unique descriptor of orbit position, it is
multiplied with the sign of the rate-of-change of the solar zenith.angle.
1.3.2 Longwave Heating
1.3.2.1 Description
The longwave heating offset correction is provided to remove the
variable channel 13 sensor response to infrared radiation. A constant response
correction has already been applied in the count-to-irradiance calibration equation.
It has been shown that there is no significant "longwave leak" through the pair of
Suprasil-W filter domes. Instead, the outer filter dome is subjected to a time-
varying incident longwave radiance field, modulated primarily by the equator-to-
pole terrestrial thermal gradient. This produces a temperature response in the
dome with a corresponding change in the amount of emitted longwave radiation.
Some of this radiation is absorbed by the inner filter dome, which changes
temperature and radiates, in part, onto the exposed radiometer. Unless corrected
for, this response is assumed to be due to incident shortwave radiation.
1.3.2.2 Assumptions
Laboratory studies on a prototype channel 13 radiometer, inflight
studies on the N-6 ERB channel 13, as well as 2 years of data on the N-7 ERB
channel 13 all indicate that the double-dome longwave heating response is well
represented by a single point convolution of impulse response and longwave forcing.
Based on empirical studies, a time constant, or phase lag, of 21 major frames
(approximately 5i minutes) is used along with a sensitivity of 4 percent. It is
assumed that this longwave heating response, based on the first 2 data-years, does
not change with time. The longwave heating response of channel 14, with 3 filter
domes, is assumed to be negligible.
1.3.3 Shortwave Heating
A large body of studies have shown that a shortwave heating response is
present in, at least, the filtered channel 13 and 14 irradiances. This is most
evident following the sunset sunblip, where pseudo-exponential decay curves with
time constants of 20 and 30 major frames respectively for channels 13 and 14 are
observed. Through some geometric simplifications, the amount of shortwave
forcing can be computed, allowing the determination of appropriate sensitivities.
These are noted to generally increase and decrease for channels 13 and 14,
respectively, with time as the channels degrade.
What is uncertain is in the transfer of this model from direct solar to
terrestrial-reflected solar radiation. Because this effect proved impossible to
properly replicate under laboratory conditions, this model was not implemented to
describe terrestrial reflected shortwave heating response. In version 1.0 and 2.0,
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the shortwave heating correction for both channel 13 and 14 is set to zero. In
version 3.0, the direct solar correction is used, while the terrestrial-reflection
correction is set to zero.
1.3.4 Clipping
In the version 3.0 DELMAT, two additional corrections are added, and they
are jointly referred to as clipping corrections. The first involves the interpolation
across, or "clipping" of, all sunblips. Using a tensioned spline interpolation, the
measurements of channels 12, 13, and 14 are estimated for the region between
solar zenith angles 9<-P and 121°. The difference between these interpolated values
(with all other applicable corrections applied) and the original sunblip irradiance is
stored for each channel as the clipping correction. In addition, after all applicable
corrections are applied, all channel 13 and 14 irradiances at solar zenith angles
greater than 121° are set to zero. The difference between these corrected
irradiances and zero are also stored as clipping corrections.
The irradiances for Channels 12, 13 and 14 are contaminated by reflected
solar radiation (stray light) in the solar zenith angle range 90-99°. Since
observations in this area are used in the sunblip interpolation, they are reduced by




2.1.1 P PELT A
This program is intended to read the Nimbus-7 ERB MAT's and
generate as output the corresponding PDELTA tape files and a printed listing
providing some quality control statistics for the data. It also updates a disk file for
the appropriate calendar day to enable interfacing with the monthly merge
software.
2.1.2 DELMAT
This program merges a month* of PDELTA files onto one tape
with a generated header file and a trailing documentation file (TDF) which is a
collection of all MAT headers/TDF's processed for that month.
2.1.3 Functions
2.1.3.1 PDELTA
Every run of the PDELTA preliminary calibration adjustment
software can operate on from one to thirty-six MAT's. The run is controlled by the
set of card images read in at the start of execution. These include a set of print
option flags, the VOL/SER and date of the output PDELTA tape and the VOL/SER
and expected sequence number of each input MAT. These are explained further in
section 3.1.1 (Input).
Every run updates the monthly table file containing VOL/SER,
date, and file information, which provides the interface between the DELMAT and
PDELTA tapes (or between the PDELTA and DELMAT software). These are
explained further in section 3.3 (Output).
After accessing the JCL and table files, the software then
processes each input MAT in turn, creating a pair of output files (preliminary TDF
and data) on the appropriate output PDELTA tape. After each successfully
processed MAT, the monthly table file is updated. Any critical errors encountered
in processing an individual MAT result in the termination in the processing of that
MAT. The software then begins processing the next input MAT.
*A data-month is extended by five days to allow the completion of the final
data cycle (6 days) begun in the calender month.
For each input MAT of the run, the following functions are performed:
a. Read a Nimbus-7 ERB MAT header file and create a
preliminary TDF on the output PDELTA tape.
1. Read each of two header records and compare them.
2. Verify from header that input tape is a Nimbus-7 ERB
MAT.
3. Verify that the expected MAT has been mounted.
4. Create the TDF record and write the preliminary TDF
to the PDELTA tape.
b. Position the MAT to file 2 and place all observations and
ancillary data into core.
1. Position the MAT to the beginning of file 2.
2. Read in physical records of data.
3. Locate appropriate logical records.
4. Drop MAT filled records.
5. Pull necessary data from input array.
6. Compute modified time in seconds.
7. Compute solar ephemeris.
8. Compute solar zenith angle.
9. Quality control the data for this major frame.
10. Compute modified instrument status word.
11. Place appropriate observation vector into core.
c. Locate all data gaps and periods of anomalous instrument
behavior and interpolate.
1. Place dummy data before start and after end of data.
2. Check time intervals between successive observations
for missing data.
3. Place dummy data into data gaps.
4. Check status workd for anomalous data.
5. Store start and stop indices of each data
gap/anomalous data region.
6. Apply low-pass filter to irradiance data within valid
data segments.
7. Determine if data gaps can be filled - must not be
near solar blip, at the start or stop of data, or too
large.
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8. If Tillable, interpolate data across gap/anomalous data
regions.
9. Interpolate irradiances.
10. interpolate right ascension.
11. Interpolate declination.
12. Interpolate solar zenith angle.
13. Update instrument status word.
d. Find and apply midnight offsets to the filtered channel
irradiances.
1. Locate solar zenith angle maxima for preliminary midnight
offsets.
2. Locate corresponding longwave heating term.
3. If both exist, e.g. no uncorrected data gaps, store data point
for each orbit.
4. Interpolate between successive midnight offset points to
each data point.
5. Subtract midnight offset term, less longwave heating effect,
from the irradiances.
e. Determine zonal average climatology.
1. Determine the along track angle
2. Average irradiances by bin for each orbit .
a) Produce bin averages orbit-by-orbit.
b) Average orbital bins together, neglecting individual
non-zero bin populations.
f. Compute composite persistance/zonal average.
1. First use zonal averages.
2. Only use persistence if zonal average method fails in one or
more bins for this day due to insufficient valid data.
g. Fill all large data gaps.
1. Operate on each channel 13/14 data gap.
a) Compute/simulate the S/C ephemeris.
b) Compute the solar ephemeris
c) Compute the solar zenith angles.
d) Substitute the zonal average irradiances.
e) Update the instrument status word.
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2. Operate on each channel 12 data gap.
a) Substitute the zonal average irradiances.
b) Update the instrument status word.
h. Compute and apply the longwave heating corrections.
1. Determine the location of the phase-shifted point.
2. Compute the longwave radiation
a) Longwave radiation during night is computed from the
channel 12 irradiances.
b) Longwave radiation during day is computed from the
channel 12 and 13 irradiances.
c) Longwave radiation during twilight is interpolated
from night and day boundaries.
3. Determine the product of sensitivity and longwave
radiation.
i. Compute and apply shortwave heating corrections.
1. Compute shortwave heating response.
2. Compute and apply shortwave heating corrections,
j. Compute clipping corrections.
1. Set all nightime channel 13 and 14 irradiances to zero.
2. Interpolate across or "clip" sunblips, correcting for out-of-
field response.
3. Apply and record all clipping corrections.
k. Compute and write to disk Global averages for CAT generation.
L. Form output records and write to PDELTA tape.
1. Rewind MAT.
2. Read in physical records and position to each logical record.
3. Check for orbital and daily summaries on MAT.
4. Compare major frame start time to observation times.
5. Throw out dummy data.
6. Form PDELTA logical record which matches MAT physical
record.
7. Write PDELTA record to output tape.
2.1.3.2 DELMAT
The DELMAT software uses as input one or more PDELTA tapes and a
Table File providing a directory of locations of PDELTA files for the calendar days
to be processed. Input guidance supplied on disk controls the header generation and
provides the location of the output tape.
The DELMAT software does not affect the ERB data. It only:
repositions the data; provides a new header; stacks the months' data consecutively;
and accumulates the individual TDF's, placing them at the end of the completed
DELMAT tape.
2.2 Operation
The intergration of the PDELTA and DELMAT software into the overall
ERB process is illustrated in Figure 1. Beginning with a month of ERB MAT tapes,
two PDELTA tapes are produced. As a by-product of this process, calibration
statistics and generated. The two PDELTA tapes are merged into one DELMAT
tape using the DELMAT software. The DELMAT tape and the calibration statistics
as well as the original MAT's are then used in ERB Level-2 processing, eg.,
SEFDTFIX and MATRIX. No security is required for this software.
2.3 Equipment
This software is designed to be used on the SCF IBM 3081 computer
system.
2.4 Structure
The structure of the PDELTA software is illustrated in the subroutine
flow chart (Figure 2). The structure of the DELMAT software is illustrated in
Figure 3. The purpose of each subroutine is discussed below:
2.4.1 PDELTA
MAIN The main driver of the program.
ANGLE This routine computes the along-track angle (ATA) of
the satellite, its ascending/descending status and
places an observation into one of 720 bins based on the
ATA.
BLOCK DATA This is simply a storage location for data statements
which may in the future be updated.
CHKISW Given the observation corresponding to midnight it
locates the observation 21 major frames before. If the
instrument status word of either of these observations
is non-zero, it hunts for neighboring major frames with

























































































































































































































































Sets nightime channel 13 and 14 irradiances to zero
and interpolates across sunblips
Converts all negative orbit numbers (after March
1985) to correct orbit numbers when 1*2 overlow
occurs.
Computes a tensioned spline fit
Applies the above spline to intermediate values.
Performs quality control checks on irradiances from
each major frame of the day and assigns the
appropriate instrument status word. It then computes
satellite ephemeris data for the good observations.
Controls the filling of all large data gaps with
spacecraft simulated ephemeris.
Controls the filling of all large or otherwise unfilled
data gaps by substitution of climatological data.
Performs a low-pass filtering of one days WFOV
irradiance data.
Determines the set of midnight points (satellite SZA is
a maximum) for a MAT day.
Produces a cubic spline interpolation of the days mid-
night offset corrections and assigns a correction to
each observation of the day.
Adds a specified number of simulated observations to
the beginning and end of each MAT day. These
observations are considered to be a data gap, and are
filled accordingly.
Fills small data gaps by interpolation.
Controls overall processing of data gaps.
Determines endpoints of data gaps for channel 12, 13,
and 14 irradiances.
Reads a physical record from a MAT tape and copies
its contents into an array.
Computes area-weighted Global averages of DELMAT
parameters for each day; and writes to disk.
















Recomputes MAT instrument status word. After
scanner failure, MAT contained contaminated
instrument status words.
Performs a linear interpolation using the SZA to
determine the replacement maximum or minimum
longwave heating value that is appropiate should an
"out-of-range" longwave heating observation be
encountered on the DELMAT.
Uses zonally averaged irradiances to fill selected data
gaps.
Computes latitude-band averages of DELMAT
parameters, used for QC.
Computes an appropriate maximum and minimum
value for longwave heating for a given Julian day.
Quality controls channel 13 longwave heating
correction on those days when channel 12 data has
been replaced by zonally averaged irradiances.
Finds the satellite inclination for the day.
Mounts a MAT tape and verifies that it is the tape
specified.
Reads the NOPS standard header for each day's MAT
and compares it to the information provided to ensure
the proper MAT is being processed.
Normalizes mean zonal irradiances when these are
used to fill data gaps. This accounts for the trend in
the data bounding the gap.
Determines if any ATA bins of daily mean zonal
irradiances contain an insufficient number of samples
to be representative. If not this routine replaces those
bins with persistence values (if available).
Controls selection and mounting of MAT tape.
Obtains MAT records from tape and fills the main
working array with the entire day's observations.
Matches MAT tape format to PDELTA format to
ensure one-to-one correspondence between MAT and
PDELTA records. Controls output of PDELTA
records.
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RANGE Screens out anomalous irradiance observations which differ by a
given amount from a linear fit among all observations in a major
frame.
RESPON Computes and applies the longwave heating correction
(channel 13).
SETUP Reads in job controlling input data and positions the output
(PDELTA) tape.
SEVAL Evaluates a cubic spline function for any given values.
SOLEPH Calculates solar ephemeris data for a given day.
SORT Sorts irradiances into ATA bins and produces daily averaged
irradiances by bin for the day.
SPLINE Produces the coefficients of a cubic spline fit among a given set
of points.
STATUS Breaks down the instrument status word into its constituent parts
and determines whether a major frame has been filled for channel
12 or channels 13/14.
SUNBLP Sets up the eight data knots of longwave irradiance prior to
interpolation across a sunblip.
SUNDIS Computes the Earth-Sun distance given the day and time.
SZANG Controls the filling of all large data gaps with solar zenith angles.
TABOUT Converts PDELTA table file data to EBCDIC and writes to disk.
TABUPT Updates PDELTA tables file for each processed day.
TDFPIT Extracts and accumulates MAT Tape Header and TDF file data.
WRTDAT Creates PDELTA data records and writes them onto the PDELTA
tape.
ZAVG Computes solar zenith angle band averages of DELMAT
parameters. Used for QC.





Controls the merging of two or more PDELTA tape files into one
DELMAT tape.
Reads in data file and table file and sorts PDELTA files into
chronological order.
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BLOCK DATA Contains data statements used throughout the DELMAT program,
those most subject to change or update.
MNTDEL Mounts the output DELMAT tape and controls the header
creation.
NOPLAB Creates a NOPS standard header for the DELMAT tape.
TDFHMT Writes the NOPS header to the DELMAT tape.
GETPDR Reads a physical record from a PDELTA tape.
WRTPDR Accumulates PDELTA records until a DELMAT record is full,
sets the most and least significant continuation bits and writes a
physical record to the DELMAT tape.
TDFITP Reads TDF from PDELTA tape(s) and accumulates them to form
the DELMAT TDF.
TDF MOT Writes the DELMAT TDF to the DELMAT tape.
2.5 Performance
a) The DELMAT software requires the following CPU time and EXCPS per
MAT day processed
CPU EXCPS
PDELTA 19 sec 8000
DELMAT 1 sec 2700
b) There are no error sources within the software. Incorrect tape




See Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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3.0 Procedures and Requirements
3.1 PDELTA
3.1.1 Input
3.1.1.1 Data File (Figure 4)
The data file provides the input information for the PDELTA run.
A line by line breakdown of its contents follows. This file is stored on disk.
a) Line 1. This line begins with the word "PDELTA" followed
by the VOLSER of the PDELTA output tape and the date
(year/month).
b) Lines 2 through n. These lines provides information on each
MAT tape to be processed, each line corresponding to one
MAT day. The line begins with the word "MAT" followed by
the VOLSER of the MAT, the date (year/month/day), the
MAT sequence number, the relative position of the day on
the 3-day MAT, and a tape status index (1 = mount new
MAT, 0 = retain old MAT).
c) Line n+1. The line provides default midnight offset
information. This would include the Julian day followed by
12 default values for midnight offset. "999" indicates
default offsets are not to be used.
d) Line n+2. This line provides channel 13 and 14 base
sensitivities, and the ratio between the sunrise and sunset
sensitivity.
e) Line n+3. This line provides (in order) the channel 11 and 13
day slopes, day offset and the Channel 11 night slope and
offset for the optional use of Channel 11 as the operational
ERB total channel. The last two digits (11 or 12) indicate
which channel is used. If "12", conventional channel 12 data
is used. If "11", the above regression slopes and offsets are
used to simulate channel 12 data.
f) Line n+4. This line provides output options for the PDELTA.
Each digit in the 70 columns refer to one output option (1 =
execute option, 0 = ignore option). These options are
detailed in Section 3.3.1.
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PDELTA BSG408 8506
MAT JRH289 850612 51631- 1 1
MAT JRH239 850613 51631- 2 0
MAT JRW289 850614 51631- 3 0
MAT JRW290 850615 51661- 1 1
MAT JRW290 850616 51661- 2 0





Figure 4 Data File
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3.1.1.2 Table File (Figures 5 & 6)
a) The Table File consists of 36 identical lines, one for each
potential day of a DELMAT month. A DELMAT month
includes enough of the following calendar month to permit
completion of any 6-day cycle. This file is stored on disk.
b) Figure 5 shows a Table File prior to running a PDELTA job.
Figure 6 shows a Table File after a PDELTA task is
complete. Each line contains the following information:
the date (year/month/day) and VOLSER of PDELTA tape on
which that day's data appears; the file of the PDELTA tape
on which that day's information is found; and the date
(year/Julian day) the PDELTA run was completed.
3.1.1.3 PDELTA Job Control Language (JCL) (Figure 7)
This JCL will permit a PDELTA run on an IBM 3081 computer. It
contains the following information of concern to the user:
a) Load module containing PDELTA code (lines 40 & 50).
b) Disk data set containing Data File (line 70)
c) Disk data set containing Table File (lines 170-200).
d) Disk data set to receive Global averages for CAT generation
(line 210).
3.1.2 Job Initation
a) A PDELTA month normally contains 25-27 ERB-on days if the
duty cycle is 3 days on/1 day off. For full-time operation, up to
36 days exist. It is normally divided into 4 to 6 PDELTA runs of 6
to 7 days each. This requires 4 to 6 data files. Normally 2 to 3
PDELTA runs write to one PDELTA tape; thus two PDELTA tapes
are produced for each month.
b) A PDELTA tape no-label, 6250 BPI.
c) Once the tapes have been mounted and the data sets described in
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3.2.1.1 Data File (Figure 8)
The data file provides the input information for the DELMAT run.
It contains only one line which consists of:
a) The VOL/SER of the DELMAT tape.
b) The sequence number of the DELMAT tape.
c) The date of the DELMAT tape (year/month).
3.2.1.2 Table File (Figure 6)
The completed table file from the PDELTA run is an input data
set to the DELMAT job. Once the PDELTA runs are complete, the table file is -
ready for the DELMAT job.
3.2.1.3 DELMAT JCL (Figure 9)
This JCL will permit a DELMAT run on an IBM 3081 computer. It
contains the following information of concern to the user:
a) Disk data sets containing DELMAT code (lines 40-130)
b) Disk data set containg Data File (line 160).
c) Disk data set containing Table File (line 250).
3.2.2 Job Initiation
a) Only one DELMAT run is required to process an entire
months data. Once the data file and JCL are complete and
the PDELTA tapes are mounted, mount and initialize (1600
BPI, no-label) the DELMAT tape.
b) The DELMAT job may now be run.
3.3 Output
3.3.1 PDELTA
•The PDELTA output consists of the PDELTA tapes. The format
of this tape is identical to the DELMAT tape with the exceptions noted in section
2.1.3.2 . The PDELTA run also produces printed output, much of which is user
specified with output options. These options are delineated below. Samples are
provided of those options considered necessary for operational quality control.
Those options considered diagnostic are described only,
a) Output option 1. (operational)
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9 DELMAT JCL (Permitt ing DELMAT to run on the IBM 3081
Computer.) -*2
b) Output option 2. (operational)
Subroutine MNTMAT. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
c) Output option 3. (diagnostic)
Subroutine FILTER. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
d) Output option 4. (diagnostic)
Subroutine NOPLAB. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
e) Output option 5. (diagnostic)
Subroutine GETMLR. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
f) Output option 6. (operational)
Subroutine POTPUT. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
g) Output option 7. (diagnostic)
Subroutine WRTDAT. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
h.) Output option 8 through 10.
Not currently used,
i) Output option 11. (operational)
Subroutine FINDER. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
j) Output option 12. (operational)
Subroutine FITTER. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
k) Output option 13. (operational)
Subroutine ZONAL. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
1) Output option 14. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SORT. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
m) Output option 15. (diagnostic)
Subroutine CHKISW. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
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n) Output option 16. (diagnostic)
Subroutine STATUS. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
o) Output option 17. (operational)
Subroutine PERSIS. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
p) Output option 18. (diagnostic)
Subroutine IRRAD. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
q) Output option 19. (diagnostic)
Subroutine ANGLE. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
r) Output option 20. (diagnostic)
Subroutine NORMAL. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
s) Output option 21. (operational)
Subroutine GAPFIX. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
t) Output option 22.
Not currently used,
u.) Output option 23. (operational)
Subroutine GAPLOC. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
v) Output option 24. (operational)
Subroutine GAPFIL. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
w) Output option 25. (diagnostic)
Subroutine DATCHK. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
x) Output option 26. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SOLEPH. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
y) Output option 27 through 29.
not currently used.
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z) Output option 30. (diagnostic)
Subroutine EPHEM. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
aa) Output option 31. (diagnostic)
Subroutine EPHEM. Provides spacecraft ephemeris data
for temporary observations in large data gaps.
bb) Output option 32. (diagnostic)
Subroutine RESPON. Provides shortwave heating
response parameters from terrestrial forcing.
cc) Output option 33. (diagnostic)
Subroutine RESPON. Provides shortwave heating
response parameters from solar forcing.
dd) Output option 34. (diagnostic)
Subroutine RESPON. Provides irradiances, corrections
and location parameters for each observation after
application of longwave and shortwave heating
corrections.
ee) Output option 35. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SUNDIS. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine as well as the time and earth-sun distance
calculated.
ff) output option 36. (operational)
Subroutine LWQC. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
gg) Output option 37. (operational)
Subroutine LWQC. Provides longwave heating
parameters during quality control check triggered by
channel 12 zonal average substitution. Will appear only if
a longwave heating correction is plus or minus 3 standard
deviations from a given mean value for that solar zenith
angle.
hh) Output option 38 through 40.
Not currently used.
ii) Output option 41. (operational).
Subroutine SETUP. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine.
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jj) Output option 42. (operational)
Subroutine RESPON. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
kk) Output option 43. (diagnostic)
Subroutine RESPON. Indicates status of longwave time
series determination relative to clipping of the sunblip.
11) Output option 44. (operational)
Subroutine SUNBLP. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
mm) Output option 45. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SUNBLP. Indicates entry into various "do
loops" within the subroutne.
nn) Output option 46. (operational)
Subroutine FILLER. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
oo) Output option 47. (diagnostic)
Subroutine FILLER. Provides information concerning the
start and stop points for large data gaps,
pp) Output option 48. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SZANG. Indicates entry to and exit from
subroutine,
qq) Output option 49. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SZANG. Provides solar ephemeris data during
the filling of large data gaps with solar zenith angles,
rr) Output option 50.
Not currently used,
ss) Output option 51. (diagnostic)
Subroutine FITTER. Provides irradiances and midnight
offset corrections for each observation as these
corrections are calculated,
tt) Output option 52. (operational)
Subroutine ZONAL. Provides channel 12, 13, and 14
mean zonal irradiances for an entire MAT day for 720
along track angle bins. (See figure 14 <5c 15).
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uu) Output option 53. (diagnostic)
Subroutine ANGLE. Provides along track angle
information for each observation as it is calculated.
vv) Output option 54. (diagnostic)
Subroutine SUNBLP. Provides status information for
indices used in interpolation across sunblips.
ww) Output option 55. (operational)
Subroutine SUNBLP. Provides knots of sunblip
interpolations. (See figure 16).
xx) Output option 56.
Not currently used.
yy) Output option 57. (operational)
Subroutine PERSIS. Indicates number of along-track
angle bin values for channel 12 replaced by persistance.
Will not appear if persistance is not needed.
zz) Output option 58. (operational)
Subroutine PERSIS. Indicates number of along-track
angle bin values for channels 13 and 14 replaced by
persistence. Will not appear if persistence is not needed.
aaa) Output option 59.
Not currently used.
bbb) Output option 60. (operational)
Subroutine LWAVG. Indicates entry to or exit from
subroutine. It also provides the Julian day and the anchor
Julian days of the climatological period selected.
ccc) Output option 61. (operational)
Subroutine LWAVG. Provides means, standard deviations
and resultant limits for 30° solar zenith angle bin
climatological midnight offsets, (see figure 16).
ddd) Output options 62 through 70
Not currently used.
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The following output is printed for every PDELTA run and is not a user
option.
a. Output header information (see Figure 10).
b. Data file echo print (see Figure 10).
c. Expanded description of data file options, including a list of MAT'S
specified, default midnight offsets, channel 13 and 14 sensitivities and
the output options desired. (See Figure 10)
d. Echo print of the Table File, prior to this MAT day's processing. (See
Figure 11).
e. Number of files on PDELTA tape prior to this MAT day's processing
(see Figure 11).
f. MAT TDF for this day. (See Figures 11 and 12)
g. Statement indicating whether MAT was mounted successfully. (See
Figure 12).
h. Julian day, Greenwich Hour Angle and time of this MAT day's first
observation (see Figure 12).
i. Summary of orbits processed on this MAT day. (See Figure 12).
j. Indicator of Julian Day change (this day's MAT observations extend
across midnight GMT). (See Figure 12).
k. Summary of MAT data quality by observation: (see Figure 12)
GOOD DATA - Data with a "zero" status word
DQLI - Data quality loss interval.
GO/NO GO - Data contaminated by GO/NO GO Heater use.
ECAL - Data contaminated by electronic calibration
system being in use.
CH 12 Narrow - Channel 12 is in narrow field of view mode
CH 12 Shuttered Channel 12 is shuttered.
Out of Limits - Data exceeding a maximum or min imum
irradiance value for channel 12, 13, or 14.
Out of Range - The difference between the maximum and
minimum irradiance in a major frame for any
channel exceeds a certain value.
GO/NO GO - Major frames of data following a GO/NO GO
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1. Summary of missing observations found in MAT by
time (in seconds) from start of the day. (See Figure 13).
m. Start and end points (by this day's observation number) of
data gaps. (See Figure 13).
n. Start and end points (by this day's observation number) of good
data. (See Figure 13).
o. Number of gaps for channel 12 (above) and 13, 14 (below). For
each gap "T" implies gap will be filled by interpolation, "F" that it
will be filled by zonally averaged data. (See Figure 14).
p. Summary of midnight points found and resultant midnight offset
corrections. First listed time is GMT seconds of the day for the
point 21 major frames prior to the midnight point (the second
listed GMT time). (See Figure 14).
q. The satellite inclination for the day. (See Figure 14)
r. Results of the filling process for the missing data itemized in 1)
above. (See Figure 15).
s. Parameters describing the knots for interpolation and sunblip
clipping. (Figure 16).
t. Longwave heating correction means and standard deviations used
for quality control for this run (Figure 16).
u. Global averages of DELMAT parameters used for computing
global CAT (Figure 17).
v. DELMAT daily solar zenith angle band averages. (Figure 18).
w. The first observation of each MAT major frame plus filled data
gaps for the entire day. The format is listed below: (read data
left to right. (See Figure 19).
i. Time in seconds since 0000 GMT of the MAT day being
processed.
ii. Satellite declination in degrees (xlOO).
iii. Satellite right ascension in degrees (xlOO).
iv. Solar zenith angle in degrees (xlOO).
v. Instrument status word (see Appendix A).
vi. Channel 12 corrected irradiance in W/m2 (xlO).
vii. Channel 13 corrected irradiance in W/m2 (xlO).
viii. Channel 14 corrected irradiance in W/m2 (xlO).
ix. Channel 13 midnight offset correction in W/m2 (xlO).
r
 x. Channel 14 midnight offset correction in W/m2 (xlO).
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Figure 13 Data Information,
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• •• SJNBLP ENTERED ••• •
SUN8LP: INT EPPtlLAT ION <H1 TS -
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SJNELP: INT EHPQLAT ION < N J T S -
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• •• SJNHLP ENTEaEo •••
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Figure 16 Sun Blip Interpolation and LW Heating QC.
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GLOBAL AVERAGES OF DELMAT PARAMETERS FOR CALIBRATION OFFSET COMPUTATION
DELMAT PARAMETER A - N D - N
CHANNEL 12 378.64 169.61
CHANNEL 13 187.64 6.10
CHANNEL 14 87.79 3.28
CH 13 MID OFF 15.23 15.27
CH 14 MID OFF -0.42 -0.42
CH 13 SW HEAT -0.14 -2.97
CH 14 SW HEAT -0.22 -2.61
CH 13 LW HEAT -7.86 -6.32
CH 12 CLIP -0.35 -1.28
CH 13 CLIP -0.27 -2.75
CH 14 CLIP -0.24 -2.36
Figure 17 DELMAT Parameter Global Averages.
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Figure 19 MAT First Observation 'plus Filled Data Gaps
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xi. Channel 13 shortwave heating correction in W/m2 (xlO).
xii. Channel 14 shortwave heating correction in W/m2 (xlO).
xiii. Channel 13 longwave heating correction (in W/m2 (xlO).
xiv. Channel 12 clipping correction, (in W/m2(xlO))
xv. Channel 13 clipping correction, (in W/m2(xlO))
xvi. Channel 14 clipping correction, (in W/m2(xlO))
xvii. Latitude band number (1-40).
x. Comments during writing of this days PDELTA tape file. The two
numerical values on each line will differ only in the case of "gap
encountered." In each case the first value is the current PDELTA
observation time and the second is the next valid MAT time.
"GAP ENCOUNTERED" indicates that artificial values created
by the PDELTA algorithm have been encountered and they
correctly have not been written to the PDELTA tape. (See Figure
20).
y. Summary of the observations written to the PDELTA tape. This
figure should match the total in k) above. (See Figue 21).
z. Comment on the success of this MAT day's processing (see Figure
21).
aa. Echo print of table file after this MAT day's processing is
complete. (See Figure 21).
bb. Comment on the success of this run's (one or more MAT day's)
processing. (See Figure 21 )•
3.3.2 DELMAT
The DELMAT output consists of the DELMAT tape. Printed
output is also produced, itemized below:
a. Output header information (see Figure 22).
b. Data file echo print. (See Figure 22).
c. Echo print of the Table File. (See Figure 22).
d. Number of PDELTA files indicated on the Table File. (See
Figure 22).
e. The following information is repeated for each of the
PDELTA files processed (each corresponding to one MAT
day) to be merged.
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• ••PCTOUT*** GAO ENCCIN TEJICO
• ••unrwj r«»« GAP FNOIN TE^FD






• •• POT 01 r««« GA»
• ••par CUT*** GAP
• ••POT PJ T« •• GAP




• rtPCTTPOT*** CAP ENCIRN TF*rn~
• ••POTOU T*««QR8I TAL SU*«A4V
• ••POrpJT*** GAP
• ••par PJ r* •• GAP
• ••POT t>J T* •• GAP
• ••PQT PJ T* •• GAP
• ••Par PJT»*» GAP
• ••POTPJ T**» GAP
• ••par PUT«»« GAP
•••*HjT p>j T«»» &A*»
• ••POT OJT»*« GAP
































• ••POT PJT»*» GAP ENCHLN TF3EO
•••pof PJ y»«»nm>tT*>. suoi^^*
• «..or r»r«««nB« I TAL SU«<ASY
• ••POT PJ T«»« CAP KSCJLN TE"6O
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• POT PJ T«»« GAP ESC'JLN Tc7Fn
•
 t3Or " J T* ** CA-* £•* C T Vrt T^ ^ [ >
• •Pljf PIJ T« •• GAP ENCllUi* TF7Pn
• «i»OT M-j-T»»»»a »T t«l-6 C>-**€€-^e«
• •PUT PJ T***WI< IT ING C I » » E C T E O VALL£ «
• •PUT PJT»»«»P IT IMG CJIJECTfO VALU5 S
• *OCT PJ T«»«»P IT IHC C1 J'»Cr. TPO "ULCF'?
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i. TDF information for the MAT day. (See Figure 22).
ii. For each physical record in a PDELTA file, the
following information is provided. (See Figure 23).
1. Statement indicating the record has been
processed.
2. A listing of the number and type of logical records
encountered in the physical record.
3. A check describing the setting of the most
significant and the least significant continuation
bit of the record.
iii. A summary describing the number of various types of
logical records encountered for the day. A dummy
record is a blank record used to fill the last physical
record. (See Figure 23).
f. A compilation of the DELMAT TDF. (See Figure 23 & 24).
g. A statement indicating that the TDF record has been
written to the DELMAT tape. (See Figure 24)
h. A statement indicating that the DELMAT program is
complete. (See Figure 24).
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
N I H B U S - 7 E R B D E L T A
OELHAT - MERGE RUN
VERSION 3.1 LAST MODIFIED ON OS.10.85
VERSION NAME VER85130
ALGORITHM ID 5
CALIBRATION SET NUMBER I
RUN DATE 18. 37. SI. 18 WED MAR 12.1986
••••••••••••••••••••(••••••••••••••••••••••I
INPUT CARD IHAOES
1 Z 3 4 S 4 7 8
123«S678901Z345678901Z3«5«78901234567S90I234S678901234567S901234567S9012S4567S90
KBSG401 50911 8504 0000001011 1
12345678901234S67S901234567S901234567S901234567S9012J45678901234567S901234567890
1 Z 3 0 5 4 7 8
I I I t I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I * I I I t I I 1 I I I I I I I I I t I I t | I I f I t
• DATA HILL 1C OUTPUT TO MONTHLY DELTA (50401 SEQUENCE NUMBER 50911 FOR 8504
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i
DAY
PRELIMINARY DELTA FILE TABLE



























































































































































































35 PRELIMINARY FILES HILL BE MERGED
•NIMBUS-7 NOPS SPEC NO T133101 59 NO AJ50911 1 ERB SACC TO SACC START 1985 091 000000 TO 1985 125 235959 GEN 1986 071 184028
DELHAT VER85130 05.10.85 VERSION 3 . 1 ALGORITHM ID. 5CAL SET NO. 1
•NIMBUS-7 NOPS SPfC NO T133101 SQ NO AJ50911 1 ERB SACC TO SACC START 1985 091 000000 TO 1985 125 235959 GEN 1986 071 184028
DELMAT VER85130 05.10.85 VERSION 3 . 1 ALGORITHM ID. 5CAL SET NO. 1
........> THE TDF OF THE FILE TO BE MERGED NEXT IS FOLLOMINO .
•NIHBUS-7 NOPS SPEC NO T134081 59 NO AC509U-1 ERB SACC TO IPD
1EST 16 01 16 84 CAL SET NO 4 09 14 79
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ERB - Earth Radiation Budget
WFOV - Wide Field of View
BPI - Bytes Per Inch
CAT - Calibration Adjustment Table
TDF - Trailing Document File
DELMAT - MAT Monthly Calibration Adjustment Tape
PDELTA - Preliminary MAT Calibration Adjustment Tape
JCL - Job Control Language
GSFC - Goddard Space Flight Center
SCF - Scientific Computing Facility
RDS - Research and Data Systems, Inc.
NET - Nimbus Experiment Team
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APPENDIX A DESCRIPTION OF DELMAT STATUS WORD
The DELMAT status word is created internally during the operation of
calibration adjustment software. It combines information from the MAT
instrument status word, MAT data quality loss interval (DQLI) flags, interval
irradiance quality control and gap filling procedures.
The units digit gives quality information on the uncorrected MAT WFOV
irradiances and has 3 values:
0 - All WFOV data for channels 12-14 is good.
1 - All WFOV data for channels 13-14 is good.
All WFOV data for channel 12 is bad
2 - All WFOV data for channels 12-14 is bad.
The tens digit gives the cause of the problem:
0 - All WFOV data is good
1 - DQLI flags set
2 - Go/No GO heater is on.
3 - Electronic calibration is on.
4 - Channel 12 is shuttered.
5 - Channel 12 is narrow.
6 - WFOV data values are out-of-limtts.
7 - WFOV data range check error
8 - Go/No Go Heater cool-down delay.
The hundreds digit described how the corrected WFOV channel 12 irradiances
were computed (not written to the DELMAT tape):
0 - All WFOV channel 12 data is unchanged.
1 - All WFOV channel 12 data was replaced by interpolation.
2 - All WFOV channel 12 data was replaced with daily normalized
zonal averages.
The thousands digit describes how the corrected WFOC channel 13 and 14
irradiances were computed:
0 - All WFOV channel 13 and 14 data is unchanged.
1 - All WFOV channel 13 and 14 data was replaced by interpolation.
2 - All WFOV channel 13 and 14 data was replaced with daily
normalized zonal averages.
* The maximum minus the minimum irradiance in a major frame exceeds 20
and/or the major frame contains an observation which is more than 1 W/m 2 from a
regression line through the 4 irradiance observations for the channel in the frame.
This error check is not performed on solar-blip data and excludes major frames
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